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Abstract—In camera sensor networks (CSNs), full view coverage, in which any direction of any point in the operational
region is covered by at least one camera sensor, is of great
significance since image shot at the frontal viewpoint considerably
increases the possibility to recognize the object. However, finding
the critical condition to achieve full view coverage in mobile
heterogeneous CSNs remains an open question. In this paper,
we analyze both the static and mobile random deployed camera
sensor networks. A centralized parameter – equivalent sensing
radius (ESR) – is defined to evaluate the critical requirement
for asymptotic full view coverage in heterogeneous CSNs. We
derive the critical sensing range for full view coverage under
static model, 2-dimensional random walk mobility model, 1dimensional random walk mobility model and random rotating
model. We then discuss the impact of various mobility patterns on
sensing energy consumption and study the power-delay tradeoff
and show that random walk mobility model can decrease the
sensing energy consumption under certain delay tolerance. To
our knowledge, our work is the very first that derive the critical
condition to achieve full view coverage in mobile heterogeneous
CSNs.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Coverage, a critical performance metric in Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs), is used to measure how well a field is
monitored by sensors within the field. It is significant in
many applications, such as security surveillance, intrusion
detection in battlefield or military zone and so forth. Recently,
Camera Sensor Networks (CSNs) have attracted an increasing
amount of attention, since the image or video provided by
camera sensors can considerably enrich the information of the
monitored region. Such networks have prospective applications
including traffic avoidance, environmental monitoring, and
industrial process control [1]. However, the camera sensors
do not possess omnidirectional sensing ability as traditional
ones. On the contrary, they can only sense within an angle of
view, beyond which it is unable to capture any information,
which leads to new problems and requirements for networks.
There are many investigations for networks of traditional
sensors. In [2], Kumar studied the asymptotic k-coverage in
a mostly sleepy stationary sensor network, and in [3], Srikant
et al. considered the failure probability and obtained the
necessary and sufficient condition to achieve asymptotic full
coverage. In[4], [5] and [6], the authors mainly focused on the
barrier coverage problems with traditional sensors separately.
Besides, in [7] and [8], the authors studied deployment scheme
to achieve multiple coverage and connectivity. And in [9], Bai
and Kumar proposed a deployment pattern to achieve both

coverage and connectivity.
However, compared to the relative mature study on the
coverage in traditional sensor networks, studies on the coverage of CSNs are quite limited. In [10], Wang and Cao first
proposed a novel concept in the judgement of coverage in
CSNs, called full view coverage. An object is full view covered
if its viewed direction is always closely enough to its facing
direction, wherever it actually faces. Since the frontal image
could provide a higher probability for computer recognition
systems to successfully recognize an object [11], it is of great
significance to develop a CSN being able to achieve full view
coverage.
To construct such networks, it is essential to understand the
required conditions for full view coverage, e.g. sensing radius,
angle of view, or deployment density. In [10], Wang and Cao
provided a sufficient condition under random and uniform
deployment, and a critical (i.e. both necessary and sufficient)
condition under triangle lattice based deployment. And in [12],
the authors analyzed the necessary and sufficient condition to
achieve full view coverage separately. Other existing works on
CSNs are mainly concerned with full view barrier coverage
as in [13] and [14], which suggests the critical condition
to achieve full view area coverage in mobile camera sensor
network still remains an open problem.
In this paper, we concentrate on the critical condition [15]
of full view coverage under uniform deployment. We consider
asymptotic coverage for mathematical convenience, which
means that the total number of cameras approaches to infinity.
The coverage problem of an unit square is converted into the
coverage of a dense grid in it, which is a common method
in the analysis of area coverage [2]. Following this route,
we derive the critical condition of full view coverage under
uniform deployment.
We also investigate the impact of mobility. In [16], Liu
proposed that mobility could improve coverage performance,
since it could reduce the detection time of intruders. Saipulla
and Liu in [17] considered the limited mobility for barrier
coverage which distinguish their work. In [18], Chen studied
sweep coverage for mobile sensors. Besides, mobility was
found to increase the capacity [19]and help security [20] in
ad-hoc networks. All of these works reveal the significance
of analysis of mobility. In this paper, we study the critical
sensing range for full view coverage under three different
mobile patterns and compare them with the static model to
verify their advantages.

1 The following asymptotic notations are used throughout this paper. Given
non-negative functions f (n) and g(n):
1) f (n) = Θ (g(n)) means that for two constants 0 < c1 < c2 ,
c1 g(n) ≤ f (n) ≤ c2 g(n) for sufficiently large n.
f (n)
2) f (n) ∼ g(n) means that limn→+∞ g(n) = 1.

3) f (n) = o(g(n)) means that limn→+∞

f (n)
g(n)

= 0.
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In this section we present the sensing and deployment model
of the camera sensors used in our paper, introduce our mobility
patterns, and describe several performance measures, like the
definition and meaning of full view coverage and equivalent
sensing range, to assess the coverage performance of static
and mobile heterogeneous CSNs.
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II. N OTATIONS AND M ODEL

A. Deployment Scheme and Sensing Model
In this paper, we assume the operational region of the sensor
network is an unit torus square, such that we don’t need to
consider strategy when sensors reach the edge of the area, and
focus on the general cases. Actually coverage problem near the
boundaries differs significantly from general situations, but it
is currently beyond the scope of this paper.
We assume in the operational region n sensors are randomly
and uniformly deployed, independent of each other, which
is widely recognized as proper estimations for randomly
distributed sensors. The random strategy is favored in the
situation that the operational region is inimical and hostile, or
that it is expensive and difficult to place sensors by human
or programmed robots. Under such circumstance, wireless
sensors might be sprinkled from aircrafts, delivered by artillery
shell, rocket, missile or thrown from a ship, instead of being
placed by human or programmed robots.
A camera sensor S can sense perfectly in a sector of radius
r and angle φ, but will not sense outside the sector. Without
confusion, S also denotes the location of the sensor. The
angular bisector of φ is recognized as orientation of S, denoted
by f~. This model is commonly used in literature [23] and
[24], called binary sector model. Further, since the quality of
information provided by a camera is sensitive to its viewpoint,
there are other two essential directions to be considered. The
direction towards which a point P faces is called its facing
−→
direction, denoted by p~. The vector P S is called viewed
direction of the object, which reflects the viewpoint of sensor
S. Figure 1 illustrates these directions which will be useful in
subsequent discussion.
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Moreover, we take heterogeneity of camera sensors into
consideration. It is intuitive to treat CSNs as a heterogeneous network, since camera sensors may come from different
manufacturers and thus have different sensing parameters, or
the sensing capability of cameras will decline as time passes
by or under different obstruction of terrains. To deal with
heterogeneous cameras, we divide them into different groups
according to their sensing parameters as the cases in [21] and
[22]. The equivalent sensing radius (ESR) are defined later
to help analyzing in static and mobile condition separately.
This index summarizes different sensing parameters of all the
cameras, and therefore represents the overall requirements for
cameras in CSNs.
Our main contributions are highlighted as follows.
• We provide the critical condition of full view coverage
under four different static or mobile patterns, which
could help the engineers to design the CSN according to
certain engineering requirements by balancing coverage
performance and sensing energy consumption.
• We define the ESR for static and mobile camera sensor
network, which could provide intrinsic understanding of
heterogeneous
camera sensor network. For static model,
qP
φy 2
u
r =
y=1 cy 2π ry . For 2-dimensional random walk
mobility modelPand 1-dimensional random walk mobility
φy
u
model, r =
y 2π ry . And for random rotating
y=1 c
q
Pu
φy 2 2
mobility model, r =
y=1 cy (2 − (1 − 2π ) )ry .
• Compared with static model, 2-dimensional random walk
mobility and 1-dimensional random walk mobility reduces the sensing energy consumption by the order
n) 1
Θ( log n+log(log
) , at the expense of Θ(1) delay under
nθ
uniform deployment.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Basic
models and definitions are described in Section II. In Section III, we study the static model and derive the ESR to
achieve full view coverage. We study 2-dimensional random
walk mobility model, 1-dimensional random walk mobility
model and random rotating model and derive the corresponding ESR in Section IV. In Section V, we study the power-delay
tradeoff. In Section VI, we conclude the paper and discuss
about the future work.

P
Fig. 1. For sensor S and point P , the orientation, viewed direction and
facing direction are depicted respectively.

We consider heterogeneous sensors similar to [21]. To
describe sensors of different qualities, we partition sensors
to u groups G1 , G2 , · · · , Gu , where u is a constant. As the
total number of sensors is n, each group Gy (y = 1, 2, · · · , u)
has ny = cy n sensors, where cy is a constant
Pu invariant to
n. Clearly, cy satisfies 0 < cy < 1 and
y=1 cy = 1.
All sensors in group Gy own identical sensing radius ry
and angle φy , but either ry 6= rz or φy 6= φz will hold if
y 6= z(y, z = 1, 2, · · · , u). We mainly study the asymptotic
coverage here, implying that n is a variable approaching
to infinity, whereas ry and φy are dependent variables of

n, sometimes denoted by ry (n) and φy (n). When the total
number of sensors n changes, the requirements for ry (n) and
φy (n) should change along with n.
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B. Static and Mobility Patterns
For mobility patterns, we divide the sensing process into
time slots with unit length, and sensors can move according
to certain mobility patterns in each time slot. When assuming
the network works in a large amount of time slots, a single
time slot can also be viewed as an instant.
~
• Static Model: Wherever a sensor locates, its orientation f
faces towards all possible directions with equal probability. And once a sensor is deployed, neither its orientation
f~ nor its location will change, which means that the
camera would not steer its lens during the operation.
• 2-Dimensional Random Walk Mobility Model: At the
very beginning of each time slot, each sensor uniformly
chooses a random direction σ ∈ [0, 2π), and then it
rotates its facing direction to the chosen one and moves
along the direction with a constant velocity v in each time
slot and the velocity is Θ(1).
• 1-Dimensional Random Walk Mobility Model: Sensors
are classified into two types of equal quantity, H-nodes
and V-nodes. And sensors of each type move horizontally
and vertically, respectively. At the very beginning of each
time slot, each sensor randomly and uniformly chooses
a direction along its moving dimension and travels in
the selected direction for a certain distance D, a random
variable uniformly distributed from 0 to 1.2 The velocity
of the sensors is not considered, as long as they could
reach the destination within the time slot, and remain
stationary until the next slot.
• Random Rotating Mobility Model: Cameras can rotate
and change their orientation clockwise or counterclockwise. At the very beginning of each time slot, each sensor
randomly chooses a rotating direction, i.e. clockwise
or counterclockwise, and then rotates an angle Ψ, a
random variable uniformly distributed between 0 and 2π.
Similarly, the velocity of sensors is ignored.
C. Performance Measures
To assess the full view coverage performance in CSNs, the
following four definitions are proposed.
1) Definition of θ-view coverage: For a specific facing
direction p~ of point P, it achieves θ-view coverage if it is
covered by at least one sensor and the angle between p~ and
its viewed direction is no more than θ. Here, θ ∈ (0, π] is a
predefined constant parameter called effective angle.
2) Definition of Full View Coverage: For a point P , it is
full view covered if every possible facing direction p~ of it
is θ-view covered. The operational region achieves full view
coverage iff every point in it achieve full view coverage.
2 Long distance travel is energy-consuming. And if the sensor can travel
beyond the dimension of the operational region (i.e., D > 1), it can always
cover the area along its moving dimension which is meaningless.
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Fig. 2. (a) shows a set of four nearest directions include a and b in the
direction set K, (b) shows the possible area Tj to θ-view cover orientation
Oj .

3) Definition of Equivalent Sensing Radius: For heterogeneous camera sensor networks, we define the equivalent
sensing radius (ESR) for each static and mobility pattern to
analyze the asymptotic full view coverage. q
The ESR of the
Pu
φy 2
heterogeneity CSN for static model is r =
y=1 cy 2π ry ,
the ESR for 2-dimensional random walk mobility model
or
random walk mobility model is ri =
Pu1-dimensional
φy
r
,
i
=
2.r.w., 1.r.w., and the ESR for random
c
y=1 y 2π y
qP
φy 2 2
u
rotating mobility model is r =
y=1 cy (2 − (1 − 2π ) )ry .
φ

In this part, 2πy is viewed as the weight of each sensor’s
radius. When φ = 2π, it is equivalent to a sensor whose
sensing range is a circle, and ESR in this case is the same
as the ESR for omnidirectional sensors in [21].
4) Definition of Critical ESR: Let H denotes the event that
the operational region is full view covered. Then if
lim P(H) = 1, if ri ≥ cRi (n) for any c > 1;

n→∞

lim P(H) < 1, if ri ≤ ĉRi (n) for any 0 < ĉ < 1,

n→∞

where Ri (n) is the critical ESR under four different static and
mobile patterns, and i = stat, r.r., 2.r.w., 1.r.w..
D. Overview of the Geometric Analysis and Preliminaries
√
√ In [21], Wang proves that, the full coverage of a m ×
m dense grid M can promise the full coverage of the unit
square, when m = n log n, based on T HEOREM 4.1 in [2]. We
can also prove that the θ-view coverage of a facing direction
set K formed by k directions of a point can promise its full
view coverage when k = n log n, and we derive the following
theorem.
Theorem 1. For point P, if a k facing direction set K satisfying
k = n log n, the θ-view coverage of set K can promise the full
view coverage of P with effective angle θ when n is large
enough.
The proof is available in technical report [25].
Thus we can focus on the θ-view coverage of orientation
set K for the dense gird M to estimate full view coverage
performance of the operational region.

III. THE C RITICAL S ENSING R ANGE FOR S TATIC C AMERA
S ENSOR N ETWORKS
In this section, we mainly focus on the full view coverage
for static camera sensor networks under uniform deployment,
and obtain the equivalent sensing range for heterogeneous
cameras. We first analyze the equivalent sensing range for
dense grid M, then expand it to case of the whole area and
derive the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Under the uniform deployment with static model,
the critical ESR for mobile heterogenous CSNs to achieve
asymptotic full view coverage is
r
2(log n + log log n)
.
Rstat (n) =
nθ

Let Pi,j,Sy denote the probability that orientation Oj of
point Pi is θ-viewed covered by sensor S in group Gy . To
make Oj of set K θ-viewed covered, at least one sensor should
locate in sector Tj , as shown in Figure 2 (b). For sector Tj ,
the angular bisector is orientation j, with an angle 2θ. Then
Pi,j,Sy = P(S f alls in Tj ) × P(S has proper orientation)
ry2 (n)φy θ
2θ
φy
=
× πry2 (n) ×
=
2π
2π
2π

q
2(log n+log log n+ω(n))
for a fixed ω. Referring to
r(n) =
nθ
Bonferroni inequalities, we get
Pf −rw (n, r(n))
X X
≥
P({Oj of Pi is uncovered})
Pi ∈M Oj ∈K
Oj 6=Oh

−

X

X

P({ Oj and Oh of Pi are uncovered}).

Pi ∈M Oj ,Oh ∈K

(1)
For the first term of the R.H.S. of Eq. (1)
P({Oj of Pi is uncovered})
u
Y
≥
P({Oj is uncovered by sensors in Gy })
=

y=1
u
Y

(2)
(1 −

c n
ry2 (n)φy θ y

2π

y=1

)

,

r 2 (n)φy θ

represents the probability that orientation Oj
where y 2π
of point Pi is θ-viewed covered by sensor S in group Gy ,
while cy n represents the number of sensors in group Gy .
Then with Lemma (1) and Eq. (2), we obtain that
X X
P({Oj of Pi are uncovered)
Pi ∈M Oj ∈K
Pu

A. Necessary Condition of Theorem 2

∼ mke−nθ

Let Grw (n, r(n)) denote the network that each point in
M achieves full view coverage when the sensing range is
r(n), and we use Pf −rw (n, r(n)) to represent the probability
that Grw (n, r(n)) has at least one point that is not full view
covered. Then we derive the following proposition. For simplicity, we say a direction uncovered and not θ-view covered
equivalently, and a point uncovered and not full view covered
interchangeably.

= mke−nθrstat (n)

lim inf Pf −rw (n, r(n)) ≥ e−2ω −
n→∞

θ −3ω
e
,
π

where ω = limn→∞ ω(n).
proof: To ease the complexity of the proof, we provide the
following lemma first.
Lemma 1. Given a variable x = x(n) satisfies 0 < x(n) < 12 ,
and a variable y = y(n) > 0, then (1 − x)y ∼ e−xy if x2 y
approaches to zero as n → +∞.
Using method similar to the proof of L EMMA 1 in [12],
we could easily prove Lemma 1. Then we study the case that

cy

φy
2π

ry2 (n)

(3)

2

= (n log n)2 e−2(log n+log log n+ω)
= e−2ω .
For the second term of the R.H.S. of Eq. (1)
P({Oj and Oh of Pi is uncovered})
cy n
u
3 ry2 (n)φy θ
2θ Y
(1 −
)
≤
2π y=1
2
2π

Proposition 1. In the static heterogeneous CSN, if
r
2(log n + log log n + ω(n))
rstat (n) =
,
nθ
m = n log n and k = n log n, then

y=1

+ (1 −

u
Y

2θ
)
(1 − 2
2π y=1

c n
ry2 (n)φy θ y

2π

)

(4)
,

where the two terms on the right side correspond to the
cases when ∠(Oj , Oh ) ≤ 2θ and ∠(Oj , Oh ) > 2θ. For
r 2 (n)φy θ

the first term, 23 y 2π
is the average area sensors might
locate to θ-view cover Oj or Oh . Since the overlapping area
between Oj and Oh is a random variable, uniformly distributed
between 0 and θr2 (n), the corresponding possible area is also
r 2 (n)φy θ
and
a random variable, uniformly distributed between y 2π
r 2 (n)φy θ

r 2 (n)φy θ

2 y 2π , so that its expectation is 23 y 2π . We can analyze
the second term similarly.
Then with Lemma (1) and Eq. (4), we obtain that
Oj 6=Oh

X

X

P({Oj and Oh of Pi is uncovered) ∼

Pi ∈M Oj ,Oh ∈K

θ −3ω
e
.
π
(5)

The proof is available in technical report [25].
Since we consider the asymptotic coverage problem, which
means that the total number of cameras n approaches to
infinity. Then for any fixed ω, we obtain that
θ
lim inf Pf −rw (n, r(n)) ≥ e−2ω − e−3ω .
n→∞
π
Now we consider the case when ω is a function of n with
ω = limn→∞ ω(n), which indicates that ω(n) < ω +δ for any
δ > 0, for all n > Nδ . Since Pf −rw (n, r(n)) is monotonously
decreasing in rstat and thus in ω, we have
θ
lim inf Pf −rw (n, r(n)) ≥ e−2(ω+δ) − e−3(ω+δ) , (6)
n→∞
π
for all n > Nδ .
From Proposition 1, we know that Pf −rw (n, r(n)) is
bounded away from zero. Combined withq
the definition of ESR
n))
is
for static model, we know that Rstat ≥ 2(log n+log(log
nθ
necessary to achieve the full view coverage of M.

B. Sufficient Condition of Theorem 2
First, we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 2. In CSN, if n sensors are randomly and
uniformly deployed in an unit square, and rstat = cRstat (n)
where c > 1, then
b = 0.
lim inf P(H)
(7)
n→∞

b denotes the event that the operational region is not
where H
full view covered as defined in Section II.
proof: We suppose that r = cRstat (n) where c > 1, and
use Fi to denote the event that a point Pi is not full view
covered, Fi,j to denote that Oj of Pi is not θ-view covered.
Then, it suffices to prove that
!
m
[
lim P
Fi = 0.
n→∞

i=1

Deriving its upper bound, we have
!
k
m X
m
m
X
X
[
P (Fi,j ).
P
Fi ≤
P (Fi ) ≤

(8)

i=1 j=1

i=1

i=1

We use similar method in the necessary condition part to
calculate P (Fi,j ) as follows
b = P(
P(H)

m
[

Fi )

i=1

≤ (n log n)2

u
Y
y=1

cy n

(1 −

ry2 φy θ
)
2π

(9)

2

∼ (n log n)2 e−nθ(rstat )
1
=
→ 0,
(n log n)2c2 −2

for any c > 1.
Then from Proposition 2 and the definition
of critical ESR
q
n))
for static model, we know that Rstat ≥ 2(log n+log(log
is
nθ
sufficient to achieve the full view coverage of M.

vT

time T

time 0

Fig. 3. Full view coverage of CSNs under 2-dimensional random walk: the
left figure depicts the initial network configuration at time 0 and the right
illustrates the effect of sensor mobility during time interval [0, T). The solid
disks constitute the area being covered at the given time instant, and the union
of the region inside the dotted line and the solid disks represents the area being
covered during the time interval

C. Critical ESR for Full View Coverage of the Operational
Range
qUntil now we have already proved that Rstat ≥
2(log n+log(log n))
is the critical condition to achieve full
nθ
view coverage for dense grid M. Referring to L EMMA 3.1
in [2], as well as Theorem 1 in this paper and using similar
approach as T HEOREM 4.1 in [2], the density of the dense grid
m = n log n and the density of the orientation set k = n log n
are sufficiently large to evaluate the full view coverage of the
whole area. Therefore, Theorem 2 follows.
IV. THE C RITICAL S ENSING R ANGE FOR M OBILE
C AMERA S ENSOR N ETWORKS
In this section, we investigate full view coverage problem
for camera sensor networks under uniform deployment under
three different mobile patterns, namely, 2-dimensional random
walk mobility model, 1-dimensional random walk mobility
model and random rotating mobility model.
A. Critical ESR Under 2-Dimensional Random Walk Mobility
Model
We investigate full view coverage in one time slot under
2-Dimensional Random Walk Mobility Model, and Figure 3
illustrates the effect of random walk mobility of the sensor
on area coverage. We will first analyze full view coverage for
dense grid M, and then expand it to the whole area.
Theorem 3. Under the uniform deployment with 2dimensional random walk mobility model, the critical ESR
for mobile heterogenous CSNs to achieve asymptotic full view
coverage is

R2.r.w (n) =

log n+log log n
2nT v sin θ
log n+log log n
2nT v

if θ <
if θ ≥

π
2
π
2

.

We will mainly focus on the condition that θ <
is similar when θ ≥ π2 .

π
2,

and it

1) Failure Probability of an Orientation in K : Let Fi,j
denote the event that orientation Oj of point Pi is not θviewed covered during the time slot τ , and P(Fi,j ) denote
the corresponding probability. We use Pi,j,Sy to represent that
Oj of point Pi is θ-viewed covered by sensor S in group Gy .
Then we obtain
Pi,j,Sy = ((θ + α)ry2 (n) + 2vT ry (n)sinθ)

φy
,
2π

Proposition 3. In the mobile heterogeneous CSN with 2dimensional random walk mobility model, if r2.r.w. =
log n+log log n+ξ(n)
and the density of the dense grid M is m =
2nT v sin θ
n log n, the density of the orientation set K is k = n log n, then
n→∞

θ −3ξ
e ,
π

where ξ = limn→∞ ξ(n).
proof: Similarly to the proof of Proposition 1, we first study
log n+ξ
the case where r2.r.w. = log n+log
, for a fix ξ.
2nT v sin θ
X X
cτ ) ≥
Pτ (H
Pτ ({Oj of Pi is uncovered})
Pi ∈M Oj ∈K
Oj 6=Oh

X

−

X

Pτ ({Oj and Oh of Pi are uncovered).

Pi ∈M Oj ,Oh ∈K

(11)
We could bound the first term of R.H.S of Eq. (11),
X X
Pτ ({Oj of Pi is uncovered}) ∼ e−2ξ ,
Pi ∈M Oj ∈K

(12)

Similarly, we bound the second term
Oj 6=Oh

X

X

Pτ ({Oj and Oh of Pi are uncovered) ∼

Pi ∈M Oj ,Oh ∈K

The proof is available in technical report [25].
Then we have
cτ ) ≥ e−2ξ − θ e−3ξ ,
lim inf Pτ (H
n→∞
π

Proposition 4. In CSN, if n sensors are randomly and uniformly deployed in an unit square, and r2.r.w. = cR2.r.w. (n)
where c > 1, then
cτ ) = 0.
lim inf Pτ (H

(10)

where αry2 (n) represents the additional area due to rotation.
Then, P(Fi,j ) can be easily calculated.
2) Necessary ESR for Full View Coverage of the Dense
cτ denote the event that the dense grid
Grid: Here, we use H
M is not fully full view covered in the time slot τ , and present
the following proposition regarding the necessary condition.

cτ ) ≥ e−2ξ −
lim inf Pτ (H

3) Sufficient ESR for Full View Coverage of the Dense Grid:
First, we obtain the following proposition.

n→∞

(15)

proof: Using similar approach as Proposition 2, we can
proof this proposition.
From Proposition 4 and the definition of critical ESR for
2-dimensional random walk mobility model, we know that
log n+ξ(n)
is sufficient to achieve the full
R2.r.w. ≥ log n+log
2nT v sin θ
view coverage of M.
4) Critical ESR for Full View Coverage of the Operational
Range: Similar to the analysis in the static model, Theorem
3 follows.
B. Critical ESR Under 1-Dimensional Random Walk Mobility
Model
1) Failure Probability of an Orientation in K : Similarly,
let Fi,j denote the event that orientation Oj of point Pi is not
θ-viewed covered during the time slot τ , and P(Fi,j ) denote
the corresponding probability. We use Pi,j,Sy to represent that
Oj of point Pi is θ-viewed covered by sensor S in group Gy .
From Wang in [21], we know that for 1-dimensional random
walk mobility model, the probability that S falls in the
circle around of Pi , with radius ry is Pi,S = 43 ry . Clearly
P(S f alls in cirle around Pi ) = Pi,S . Then we obtain
Pi,j,Sy = P(S falls in Tj ) × P(S has proper orientation)
φy
2θ
×
= P(S falls in the cirle around Pi ) ×
2π 2π
θφy
2θφy ry (n)
=
Pi,S =
.
2π 2
3π 2
(16)
Then, P(Fi,j ) can be easily calculated.
2) Necessary ESR for Full View Coverage of the Dense
cτ denote the event that the dense grid
Grid: Here, we use H
M is not fully full view covered in the time slot τ , and have
the following technical lemma.

θ −3ξ
e .
log n+ξ(n))
Lemma 2. If r1.r.w. = 3π(log n+log
, and m(n) =
π
2θn
n log n, k(n) = n log n, for fixed γ < 1,
(13)
u
c n
Y
2θφy ry (n) y
mk
(1 −
)
≥ γe−ξ ,
(17)
2
3π
y=1
holds for all sufficient large n.
(14)

Taking into account that ξ is a function of n, the conclusion
still holds.
According to Proposition 8, we know that R2.r.w. ≥
log n+log log n+ξ(n)
is necessary to achieve the full view cov2nT v sin θ
erage of M.

proof: Using the same approaching for Lemma 1
Now, we present the following proposition regarding the
necessary condition.
Proposition 5. In the mobile heterogeneous CSN with 1dimensional random walk mobility model, if r1.r.w. =
3π(log n+log log n+ξ(n))
and the density of the dense grid M
2θn

is m = n log n, the density of the orientation set K is
k = n log n, then
cτ ) ≥ γe−ξ −
lim inf Pτ (H
n→∞

θ −4ξ
e ,
π

where ξ = limn→∞ ξ(n).
proof: Similar to the proof of Proposition 1, we first study
log n+ξ(n))
the case where r1.r.w. = 3π(log n+log
, for a fix ξ.
2θn
cτ ) ≥
Pτ (H

X X

Pτ ({Oj of Pi is uncovered})

Pi ∈M Oj ∈K
Oj 6=Oh

−

X

X

Fig. 4. Full view coverage of CSNs under random rotating walk: the left
figure depicts the initial network configuration at the beginning of one time
slot, and the right figure illustrates the effect of sensor mobility in this time
slot. The solid disks constitute the area being covered at the given time instant,
and the union of the region inside the dotted line and the solid disks represents
the area being covered in this slot.

Pτ ({Oj and Oh of Pi are uncovered).

Pi ∈M Oj ,Oh ∈K

(18)
And we calculate that
Pτ ({Oj of Pi is uncovered}) =

u
Y
y=1

4) Critical ESR for Full View Coverage of the Operational
Range: Similar to the analysis in the static model, we can
reach the following theorem.

cy n

(1 −

2θφy ry (n)
)
3π 2

.

Using Lemma 2, we bound the first term of R.H.S of Eq.
(18),
X X
Pτ ({Oj of Pi is uncovered}) ≥ γe−ξ , (19)

Theorem 4. Under the uniform deployment with 1dimensional random walk mobility model, the critical ESR
for mobile heterogenous CSNs to achieve asymptotic full view
log n)
.
coverage is R1.r.w. (n) = 3π(log n+log
2θn
C. Critical ESR Under Random Rotating Mobility Model

We investigate the situation in one time slot under the
random
rotating mobility pattern. Figure 4 illustrates the effect
for any γ > 1 and all n > Nξ .
of
random
rotating mobility of the sensor on area coverage.
Then we bound the second term
We
still
first
analyze the full view coverage for dense grid M,
6=Oh
X OjX
θ −3ω and then expand it to the whole area.
.
Pτ ({Oj and Oh of Pi are uncovered) ∼ e
1) Failure Probability of an Orientation in K : Similarly,
π
Pi ∈M Oj ,Oh ∈K
F
denotes the event that orientation Oj of point Pi is
i,j
(20)
not θ-viewed covered, and P(Fi,j ) denotes the corresponding
The proof is available in technical report [25].
probability. Pi,j,Sy is the same as that under 2-dimensional
Then we have
random walk mobility model.
Then we can obtain
cτ ) ≥ γe−ξ − θ e−3ξ .
Pτ (H
(21)
π
Pi,j,Sy = P(S falls in Tj ) × P(S has proper orientation)
Taking into account that ξ is a function of n, the conclusion
2θ
= πry2 (n) ×
× P(S),
still holds.
2π
According to Proposition 5, we know that R1.r.w. ≥
(23)
3π(log n+log log n)
is necessary to achieve the full view coverage
2θn
2
φ
φ
of M.
we could calculate that P(S) = 21 (1 + πy − 4πy2 ). The proof
3) Sufficient ESR for Full View Coverage of the Dense Grid: is available in technical report [25].
First, we obtain the following proposition.
Then, P(Fi,j ) can be easily calculated.
2) Necessary ESR for Full View Coverage of the Dense
Proposition 6. In CSN, if n sensors are randomly and unicτ denote the event that the dense grid
Grid:
Here, we use H
formly deployed in an unit square, and r1.r.w. = cR1.r.w. (n)
M is not fully full view covered in the time slot τ . We have
where c > 1, then
the following lemma.
cτ ) = 0.
q
lim inf Pτ (H
(22)
4(log n+log(log n)+ξ(n))
n→∞
Lemma 3. If rr.r. =
, and m(n) =
nθ
n log n, k(n) = n log n, for fixed γ < 1,
cy n
proof: Using similar approach as Proposition 2, this propou 
Y
θ
φ
φ2 2
sition can be proven.
mk
1 − (1 + − 2 )ry (n)
≥ γe−ξ ,
(24)
2
π
4π
From Proposition 5 and the definition of critical ESR for
y=1
1-dimensional random walk mobility model, we know that
holds for all sufficient large n.
log n)
is sufficient to achieve the full
R1.r.w. ≥ 3π(log n+log
2θn
view coverage of M.
proof: Using the same approaching for Lemma 1.
Pi ∈M Oj ∈K

Now, we present the following proposition regarding the
necessary condition.
Proposition 7. In the mobile heterogeneous
CSN with random
q

4(log n+log(log n)+ξ(n))
rotating mobility model, if rr.r. =
nθ
and the density of the dense grid M is m = n log n, the density
of the orientation set K is k = n log n, then

cτ ) ≥ e−ξ − e−4ξ ,
lim inf Pτ (H

sensor to the weight of its radius when we derive the critical
ESR, the sensors can be viewed as omnidirectional traditional
sensors and we here use the area the sensor covers to represent
the sensing energy consumption of it. Taking static model as
a baseline, we have the following results
E 2.r.w. = E 1.r.w. = Θ(

log n + log log n
) × E stat ,
n

n→∞

where ξ = limn→∞ ξ(n).

E r.r. = E stat ,

which indicates that compared with static model, both the 2dimensional random walk mobility model and 1-dimensional
random walk mobility model can decrease the energy conn)+ξ)
where rr.r. = 4(log n+log(log
, for a fix ξ.
sumption in CSNs. And this improvement sacrifices the delay
nθ
upper bounded by Θ(1) as the movement is divided into time
X X
τ
c
slots. This is actually a tradeoff between energy consumption
Pτ (H ) ≥
Pτ ({Oj of Pi is uncovered})
and the delay.
Pi ∈M Oj ∈K
However, for random rotating mobility, the energy consump6=Oh
X OjX
tion
is the same as when sensors are stationary, but it still
−
Pτ ({Oj and Oh of Pi are uncovered).
causes
a delay upper bounded by Θ(1), due to the division of
Pi ∈M Oj ,Oh ∈K
the
time
slots. Furthermore, this results in much more energy
(25)
consumption for movement. Thus, the movements like random
Then we bound the two terms on the right correspondingly, rotating should be avoided for full view coverage.
and have
cτ ) ≥ γe−ξ − e−4ξ .
Pτ (H
(26) B. Impact of Parameter n and θ
Here we analyze the influence of n and θ on the critical
Furthermore, the result holds for when ξ changes, thus we
equivalent sensing range denoted by R(n).
finish the necessary part.
For Figure 5, when n is fixed, R(n) becomes larger, as
3) Sufficient ESR for Full View Coverage of the Dense
θ decreases for all the static and mobility patterns we have
Grid:: Similarly, we obtain the following proposition.
discussed. So we need sensors of larger sensing range when
Proposition 8. In CSN, if n sensors are randomly and a better view of object’s face is required. It is obvious
uniformly deployed in an unit square, and rr.r. = cRr.r. (n) since larger sensing region render more sensors to cover a
where c > 1, then
certain object, thus having more chance to catch its frontal
image. When it is large enough (like n=4000, 5000 in Figure
cτ ) = 0.
lim inf Pτ (H
(27)
5 as an example), n ail not further influence the network
n→∞
performance. This fact corresponds with the instinct that when
there are plenty of sensors in the network, adding more sensors
proof: q
Using same technique as Proposition 2, we have will not further reduce the critical equivalent sensing range.
4(log n+log(log n))
Rr.r. ≥
is sufficient to achieve the full Furthermore, as shown in Figure 5, changing n will lead to
nθ
view coverage of M.
greater change of R(n) for smaller effective angle θ, but n
4) Critical ESR for Full View Coverage of the Operational will has little influence on R(n) when θ goes to π. We can
Range: Similar to the analysis in the static model, we can analyze Figure 6 similarly.
reach the following theorem.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Theorem 5. Under the uniform deployment with random
Coverage property of camera sensor networks is a fundarotating mobility model, the critical ESR for mobile hetmental issue, among which full view coverage draws lots of
erogenous CSNs
q to achieve asymptotic full view coverage is attention due to its emphasis on capturing the objects’ face.
n))
.
Rr.r. (n) = 4(log n+log(log
In this paper, we study the static and mobile models for
nθ
Camera Sensor Networks. We mainly focus on heterogeneous
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
camera network and define a parameter named Equivalent
A. Impact of Mobility on Sensing Energy Consumption
Sensing Range to model it. Furthermore, we derive the critical
We consider the impact of mobility here. Sensors are sensing range for full view coverage under static model,
considered to have critical ESR, with radius ry = ri , i = 2-dimensional random walk mobility model, 1-dimensional
stat, 2.r.w., 1.r.w., r.r., under static, 2-dimensional random random walk mobility model and random rotating model.
walk, 1-dimensional random walk, and random rotating corre- These formulations not only provide an asymptotic description
spondingly. As we just convert the value of the angle of each of the critical power needed to maintain the full view coverage,
proof: We use similar approaching as Proposition 1, and
only present the
q main steps here. Firstly, we study the case
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Fig. 5. Relationship between critical ESR R(n) and θ, when n changes
accordingly under 1-dimensional random walk mobility model
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Fig. 6. Relationship between critical ESR R(n) and n, when θ changes
accordingly under 1-dimensional random walk mobility model

but also help to identify the impact of mobility on the network.
Our results offer some valuable insights for the analysis and
design of camera sensor networks, especially for high quality
service. There are some interesting topics for future work.
First, we would like to investigate the situation when sensors
can cooperate with each other, and exchange their orientation
and location information. Besides it’s interesting to consider
that there are obstacles in CSNs.
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